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Q. ‘Contemporary Art’ is a term that art critics have struggled to clearly define over the 

past few decades, yet its impact on the way that art is viewed has been massive. This is 

particularly seen in the debate regarding the death and resurrection of painting. Do these 

debates signal a need to keep up appearances for the sake of appearing ‘contemporary’ or 

is authentic expression of the Self a significant part of contemporary art? 

 A simple definition of contemporary art would be that it is art produced by living artists 

in the present age (roughly beginning in the 1960s). However, the time period is perhaps the only 

concrete aspect of the term. Existing in an age where the very definition of art is questioned and 

challenged, contemporary art has implications of globalization attached to it which impact its 

style, mediums, content, and context. Not only is there confusion around clearly defining 

contemporary art, but also questions raised around the expectations placed on the artist. While a 

fine artist’s job, in simple terms, would be to communicate, it becomes much more complicated 

when placed in the framework of contemporary art. The contradictions in contemporary art 

mirror those of postmodernism and do indeed reflect upon postmodern culture; this can be seen 

particularly in the war between photography and painting which began in the era of modernism 

but has, in a way, made an impact on contemporary art as well.  

 Despite the ambiguity around the meaning of contemporary art, prevalent criteria 

regarding painting instructs us about our perceptions of the former. Such criteria within the art 

world (which is considered separate from the art market) include claims that painting is no 

longer necessary in the age of photography, is elitist and exclusive, and does not challenge the 



conventional definition of art. These expectations of originality, expression of reality, and 

methods for inclusion of community are in fact topics where many contradictions arise. Hence, 

one cannot deny that despite contemporary art appearing open and welcoming to all, it is often a 

facade that hinders the authentic expression of one’s own self and their communities. The 

existing perception of what constitutes as inclusivity, originality and challenging the norms is 

something that needs to be reflected upon in order evolve art in an honest manner. 

 Painting has been labelled as elitist since the era of modernism. This is because aesthetics 

are heavily tied with politics, and this is seen in the debate regarding the kind of criteria required 

in art. In her essay ‘Twilight of the Superstars’, Barbara Rose talks about how "The rejection of 

‘judgmental’ criticism by the new critics of the 70s can be seen as part of the general rejection of 

authoritarian attitudes that characterized the collapse of leadership in all areas at the end of the 

60s” (568). Thus, the blurring of the lines between good and bad art was brought about by the 

need for equality. What is interesting here is how a particular kind of aesthetic can become an 

icon for a particular ideology. While the notion that one must make art ‘look’ like it is for the 

masses is perhaps a necessary initiative to start a conversation on equality, and it is natural for 

human beings to associate visuals with a specific context, the attempt becomes restrictive beyond 

a certain point. 

 Barbara Rose goes on to criticize Daniel Buren for exhibiting his paintings at the 

Museum of Modern Art despite his own heavy criticism of museums for being exclusive. In 



response, Douglas Crimp wrote ‘The End of Painting’ where he defends Buren’s work by saying, 

“It is fundamental to Buren’s work that it acts in complicity with those very institutions that it 

seeks to make visible as the necessary conditions of the artwork’s intelligibility. That is the 

reason not only that his work appears in museums and galleries, but that it poses as painting.” 

However, Rose relates Buren’s work to Andy Warhol, “Warhol has seen his worldview 

triumphant, not among the masses, whom in fact he might be seeking to liberate from the 

oppression of bourgeois culture, but by the priests of high culture itself” (570).  

 When making works for the masses, the most important question is; who does this 

artwork benefit? Who is the audience? The waltz between galleries and art for the masses is a 

dangerous one that needs to be handled delicately. While it is true that such artwork can help 

start conversations among the upper class about classism, it tends to have very little impact on 

the working class and in fact only romanticizes and objectifies poverty or makes it ‘kitsch’. It 

also raises questions about the kind of aesthetics that are particularly associated with the masses. 

Why are everyday and mundane objects representative of the masses, whereas beauty and the 

Sublime are representative of the upper class? It is true that beauty has been heavily manipulated 

and used as propaganda by totalitarian rulers. Hence, it was necessary for Marcel Duchamp to 

challenge the need for aesthetics through ‘The Fountain’. However, in the postmodern age, 

readymade, everyday, and mundane objects are nothing new, nor do they challenge the status 

quo. Despite that, they are still given the label of being ‘contemporary’ as they apparently 

question the meaning of art.  



 This debate erupted once again 

when Maurizio Cattelan exhibited ‘The 

Comedian’. The artist himself was elusive 

about the meaning of the work and perhaps 

the title is enough to tell us that this piece 

was in fact, a joke. The phenomenon seen 

when ‘The Comedian’ became viral is something Rose commented on decades ago when she 

wrote about the replacement of “… the criteria of sustained achievement with the 

transient overnight flash of meteoric Superstars” (572). Media has played a huge 

role in how we categorize aesthetics and label artists based on specific ideologies. 

Rose describes how, “Art is no longer about the art itself but about the artists, about creating 

celebrities out of artists to create personalities like a commodity that can be 

sold to the public.” This phenomenon is seen particularly with art’s involvement with 

social media in the 21st century. The art itself is not as important as the surface level ideologies it 

can be linked with to make it look a certain way, packaged along with the artist themselves and 

the sort of labels they represent.  

 Many modernist artists like Anselm Kiefer have exhibited the destruction of the canvas as 

part of their art in order to challenge the status quo of their time. Others like Rodchenko have 

attempted “the exclusion of the unnecessary” as Carl Andre describes it, in order to bring about 

the end of painting (7). However, in the contemporary age, such paintings refer to the era of 

modernism, but they do not add anything new to the conversation. It is therefore important to 



question what can challenge the status quo in the current age, keeping in mind the many ways it 

has been done before. 

          

          The second concern regarding painting in the age of photography is that it is no longer 

original and had been deemed unnecessary in the presence of photography. Here, one must pause 

and question for a moment what it means for an artwork to be considered original or how 

important it even is to begin with. Eugene Delacroix said that, “What moves men of genius, or 

rather what inspires their work, is not new ideas, but their obsession with the idea that what has 

already been said is still not enough.” This points in the direction of universal emotions, 

reactions and ideas which Carl Jung also focused on through his theory of the collective 

unconscious. As human beings we are bound to have similar experiences that stretch across the 

globe, due to the simple fact that biologically speaking, we all have the same makeup to an 

extent. It therefore means that a lot of people will feel very strongly about certain things and this 

is bound to be reflected in art as well. One might view this repetition as conventional but another 

way to view it would be to look at the oneness of the human race. Another way to look at this 

quote would be from a political perspective. Change is not possible without persistent 

determination and unity in a community. Due to this one sees the increase in art demanding a 

more egalitarian society with equal rights for all regardless of race, gender, religion and class. It 

is not possible for one artwork to bring about vast political change so easily and it therefore 

becomes important for the message to be persistently repeated. 



 On the other hand, it is true that one needs to find new ways to grasp the viewer’s 

attention to ensure that the message does not become dull background noise that everyone is 

familiar with, yet no one pays any attention to. The key element here is to take the universal 

element that many have talked about and combine that with the essence of individuality. That is 

to say, one needs to be authentic in narrating their own experiences in an artwork. The 

originality, then, comes from a place of self-awareness and being honest about one’s personal 

experiences. In this case, originality is not tied to a particular medium, but rather to the concept 

behind the medium. It is true that new mediums and techniques add to a work’s originality but 

that does not mean that one can entirely reject a medium and say that it is no longer original. To 

do so would hinder an artist’s ability to use that medium if it feels the most authentic and sincere 

medium for them.  

 The aspect of combining the 

universal with the individual is seen in 

Raqib Shaw’s paintings. Shaw is 

known for making extremely detailed 

fantastical sceneries that have several 

references to mythology, religion, 

Classical and Renaissance painters 

along with including a mix of Western 

and South Asian cultural references. 

These are then also reflected in his medium and techniques such as cloisonné.  



‘The Four Seasons’, for instance, is a series of four paintings, reminiscent of ‘The Four Seasons’ 

by the 18th century musical composer Antonio Vivaldi.  

 While on the surface the paintings appear to be a cliche depiction of landscapes, on closer 

observation they reveal an entire world of their own, with a detailed narrative about the artist’s 

personal life and about age and growth in general. Shaw then, is able to incorporate themes that 

have previously been worked upon by many painters into his own personal vision to give us 

something truly unique. By keeping the universal aspect in mind, Shaw priorities the timeless 

more than the temporary. Thus, it adds another layer onto the originality of the work to give us 

something truly complex.  

 It is however, also important to note that Shaw is an Indian born British artist and this has 

a huge impact on how his work is perceived in galleries. There is a huge divide in the way 

Western and Eastern artworks are perceived and while this is understandable, considering the 

many differences between the two, it has also led to surface level categorization of Eastern 

artwork. Julian Stallabrass explains how, “…if the art of the East had to conform to and represent 

a specific ideology and have a definite social use, then the art of the West must be apparently free 

of any such direction and attain perfect uselessness.” In an interview, when he was asked about 

critics calling his work ‘kitsch’, Shaw replied, “It is very easy to classify something and put it in 

a box so you don’t have to think about it.” Through this, Shaw highlights the danger of only 

achieving a surface level understanding of a work in the way we categorize things in the 

contemporary art world.  



 The third point of contention regarding painting is related to the perception of reality; that 

painting need no longer represent reality now that the camera has been invented. Peter Galassi 

describes this as “…the notion that photography adopted (or usurped) the representational 

function of painting to become abstract … This argument has its roots in the conviction - born in 

1839 - that photography is the epitome of realism.” While it is understandable why when the 

camera was invented, people were amazed at the representation of reality; in the postmodern 

world social media and mass media has clearly shown us just how manipulative and deceptive 

photographs can be. Photography then, is a medium and a tool used for expression in the same 

way as any other medium. It can be controlled to suits one’s vision in order to create a certain 

tone and mood through the quality of the light, the shadows formed, the angle of the camera, etc. 

Therefore, while painting and photography have completely different connotations attached due 

to the material quality (or lack thereof in the case of digital photos), neither of these mediums are 

an accurate representation of reality. They can only highlight a certain aspect of real life perhaps, 

but it can never encompass the whole truth. Thus, while art movements straying away from 

accurate representation of reality have greatly helped art to evolve, it does not mean that realism 

is no longer relevant.  

 There will always be a need to express our stories through painting and whether it is 

explicit or implicit, will almost always reflect upon the postmodern age we live in. 



 This leaves us questioning what sort of painting then can thrive in the current age. Time 

and context are extremely important in this regard. In his book ‘After Modernist Painting’, Craig 

Staff points out two specific directions for painting. The first is the method of using “digital 

technology as a means of generating imagery”. The second is related to the kind of painting 

“wherein ideas of the digital and a related set of thematics this heralds … are bound up with the 

work’s meaning.” This method of categorization does indeed neatly sum up painting’s position in 

the present times. Few painters nowadays would paint without either including digital imagery, 

or without using photography or softwares like Photoshop as part of their initial process. Even if 

it is not a conscious decision, one cannot divorce the impact of photography from the imagery 

and perspectives created by painters.  

 This would therefore, solve the problem of whether or not painting is relevant and can 

reflect upon the postmodern age. It is clear that time has a massive impact on the way artists 

create imagery and it cannot be looked at without taking into account the year the artwork was 

made in. However, the digital age raises some further questions that need to be addressed. While 

many artists use their art to warn viewers of the dangers of the digital age, this is not entirely 

reflected in the artist’s process itself as it is still bound by digital technology. While it is 

important for art to hold up a mirror to society in order to raise questions, art also has the ability 

to take things one step further and lead by example. Thus, we also need to be asking ourselves if 

we are bound to the digital in the postmodern age and if the need for fast, easily digestible 

images is actually healthy for our cognitive abilities in the long run. Painting however, has the 

ability to allow us to slow down, both as viewers and as painters. Painters then, have the ability 



to try to break free from the excessive dominance of the digital age, both through their concept, 

as well as through the process of their work.  

 Moreover, the mere fact that painting and photography are even compared on the same 

ground shows that in this age, both are considered images as both can easily be viewed online. 

The crucial difference here is that one is made of pixels and can be authentically viewed online, 

the other is pigment and will only provide a secondary copy online. Cindy Sherman and George 

Condo for instance, have both extensively worked on portraits, particularly of clowns in their 

respective mediums. There is a lot of overlapping in the themes the two artists explore. Both 

artworks express a need to put on a show and keep up 

appearances while at the same time revealing their inner 

despair. The process then, turns them into clowns, both 

comedic yet, tragic. It would then make it easy to dismiss 

one or the other medium for being unnecessary when the 

other does the job well. However, there are marked 

differences in both artworks. Sherman’s portrait includes the 

aspect of materiality due to presence of a cotton candy wig 

and candy accessories. The fact that the artist actually made this costume and then wore it has a 

different impact from what it would have been had it been painted. The documentation aspect of 

photography is important here to bring an element of performance into the piece. George 

Condo’s portrait on the other hand, is not a documentation but rather achieves the element of 

theatricality through the way it is painted. The clown here, is painted smoothly in a way that 



makes the clown look unnatural, almost as though the 

clown is a toy; an object. Moreover, Sherman works 

with self portraits in particular which adds on a 

different context to her work as in a way, she is 

exploring the various aspects to her own personality. 

To compare the two in a manner where the medium is 

ignored would be to ignore the very context and 

process out of which the concept emerged.  

 This further points towards our obsessive need to quickly digest several images all at 

once. In the age of constant scrolling online, it is not surprising that we desire to quickly absorb 

an image instead of taking our time to process it. It therefore shows why whether an image is a 

painting or a photograph is not considered very important beyond a certain point. Emphasis is 

then brought on simply using photography if there is not much difference to begin with. Arthur 

C. Danto in his Theory of Art talked about how art is a ‘mind’s artifact’ and that visual 

perception is no longer necessary to interpret a work. However, this divorce of the mental from 

the physical means that one is not able to look at a work of art holistically as after all, a visual 

artwork is bound by the visuals used to express the concept. It creates a contradiction as on one 

hand, visuals are no longer considered important, yet we see just how powerful visuals have 

become in the digital age of scrolling. This further signals towards our superficial need to make 

contemporary art look a certain way without diving deeper into the context.  



 Therefore, through the response surrounding the death of painting and its relationship 

with photography we see the contradictions and ambiguity surrounding the term ‘contemporary 

art’ and what it means for something to be considered ‘contemporary’. The way we view 

originality, depiction of reality and inclusive art is something that needs to be redefined in order 

to provide a more holistic way of viewing art. This prompts us to reflect on ways to form a term 

that states the current time period without the restrictions  of certain aesthetics and expectations. 

Emphasis needs to be brought on sincere self expression which need not be bound by the need to 

look ‘contemporary’.  
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